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Abstract

The paper surveys the historical development of scientific and engineering knowledge about fatigue of materials and structures
in the 20th century. This includes fatigue as a material phenomenon, prediction models for fatigue properties of structures, and
load spectra. The review leads to an inventory of the present state of the art. Some final remarks follow in an epilogue.
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Nomenclature

CA Constant amplitude
VA Variable amplitude
OL Overload
Sf Fatigue limit

1. Introduction

An evaluation of fatigue of structures and materials
in the 20th century raises the question what happened in
the 19th century? The answer is that fatigue of structures
became evident as a by-product of the industrial revol-
ution in the 19th century. In some more detail, it was
recognized as a fracture phenomenon occurring after a
large numbers of load cycles where a single load of the
same magnitude would not do any harm. Fatigue failures
were frequently associated with steam engines, loco-
motives and pumps. In the 19th century, it was con-
sidered to be mysterious that a fatigue fracture did not
show visible plastic deformation. Systematic fatigue
tests were done at a few laboratories, notably by August
Wöhler. It was recognized that small radii in the
geometry of the structure should be avoided. Fatigue was
considered to be an engineering problem, but the fatigue
phenomenon occurring in the material was still largely
in the dark. Some people thought that fatigue implied a
change from a fibrous to a crystalline, brittle structure
in view of the absence of visible plastic deformation.

A fundamental step regarding fatigue as a material
problem was made in the beginning of the 20th century
by Ewing and Humfrey in 1903 [1]. They carried out a
microscopic investigation which showed that fatigue
crack nuclei start as microcracks in slip bands. Much
more evidence about fatigue as a material phenomenon
was going to follow in the 20th century.

Fatigue as a technical problem became evident around
the middle of the 19th century. About 100 years later,
in the middle of the 20th century, the development of
fatigue problems were reviewed in two historical papers
by Peterson in 1950 [2] and Timoshenko in 1954 [3].
Both authors were already well-known for important
publications. Peterson reviewed the discussion on fatigue
problems during meetings of the Institution of Mechan-

ical Engineers at Birmingham held just before 1850. He
also mentioned historical ideas about fatigue as a
material phenomenon and the microscopic studies car-
ried out by Gough and co-workers and others around
1930. Crack initiation occurred in slip bands and
(quoting Peterson) “one or more of these minute sources
starts to spread and this develops into a gross crack
which, in general, meanders through the grains in zig-
zag fashion in an average direction normal to the direc-
tion of tensile stresses. It should be remembered, how-
ever, that although the fractured surface generally fol-
lows a normal stress field, the microscopic source of
failure is due to shear” . Peterson also refers to the con-
cept of the ‘endurance limit’ , as already defined by
Wöhler. In this paper the endurance limit is generally
referred to as the fatigue limit which is an important
material property for various engineering predictions
on fatigue.

Timoshenko in his review discussed the significance
of stress distributions and emphasized stress concen-
trations around notches. According to Timoshenko, the
importance was recognized by design engineers around
the end of the 19th century, and the knowledge was
further refined in the beginning of the 20th century.
Timoshenko referred to the significance of theoretical
stress analysis employing complex variables (Kolosov,
Inglis, Mushkelisvili, Savin and others). But he con-
sidered experimental studies on stress distributions and
stress concentrations to be of prime importance. He men-
tioned several developments on strain measurements,
basically by using mechanical displacement meters,
strain gauges and photo-elastic models. A famous book
published in 1950 was Handbook of Experimental Stress
Analysis by Hetényi [4]. Timoshenko thought that great
progress had been made. He also raised the question
“how does a high, localized stress weaken a machine
part in service? This important question can be satisfac-
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torily answered only on the basis of an experimental
investigation” .

The above résumé of developments before 1950 now
seems to be ‘old stuff’ , primarily because substantial
improvements of our present knowledge about fatigue
occurred in the second half of the 20th century. The
improvements became possible due to the development
of essentially new experimental facilities, computers and
numerical stress analysis. However, some basic concepts
remained, such as that fatigue in metallic materials is
due to cyclic slip, and stress concentrations contribute
to a reduced fatigue endurance. One other characteristic
issue of a more philosophical nature also remained, the
question of whether fatigue is a material problem or an
engineering problem, or both in some integrated way?
The present paper primarily covers developments in the
second half of the previous century. It is not the purpose
to summarize all noteworthy happenings in a historical
sequence, also because informative reviews about the
history of ‘ fatigue’ have been presented in the last dec-
ades of the 20th century, e.g. by Mann [5], Schütz [6],
Smith [7] and others. Moreover, collections of signifi-
cant publications have been compiled [8,9]. The empha-
sis in this paper will be on how the present knowledge
was acquired. The development of fatigue problems of
structures and materials in the 20th century was funda-
mentally affected by milestone happenings, important
discoveries, and various concepts of understanding
fatigue phenomena. Furthermore, the approach to solv-
ing fatigue problems and the philosophy on the signifi-
cance of fatigue problems is of great interest.

The efforts spent on fatigue investigations in the 20th
century is tremendous, as illustrated by numerous publi-
cations. John Mann [10] published books with references
to fatigue. Later he continued this work to arrive at about
100 000 references in the 20th century compared to less
than 100 in the 19th century. The large number of publi-
cations raises an obvious question. Is the problem so dif-
ficult and complex, or were we not clever enough to
eliminate fatigue problems of our industrial products?
Various conferences on fatigue of structures and
materials are already planned for the forthcoming years
of the 21st century implying that the fatigue problem is
apparently not yet fully solved. If the problem still exists
after 100 years in the previous century, there is some-
thing to be explained.

In a recent textbook [11] the author has used the pic-
ture shown in Fig. 1 to survey prediction problems asso-
ciated with fatigue properties of structures. The predic-
tions are the output of a number of procedures and Fig.
1 presents the scenario of the various aspects involved.
The input problems occur in three categories: (i) design
work, (ii) basic information used for the predictions, and
(iii) fatigue load spectra to which the structure is sub-
jected. Each of the categories contains a number of sep-
arate problems, which again can be subdivided into spe-

Fig. 1. Survey of the various aspects of fatigue of structures [11].

cific aspects, e.g. ‘ joints’ cover welded joints, bolted
joints, riveted joints, adhesively bonded joints. Fig. 1
illustrates that the full problem can be very complex
depending on the structural design, type of material, pro-
duction variables, load spectra and environment. Predic-
tion models are presented in the literature and software
is commercially available. The prediction of the fatigue
performance of a structure is the result of many steps
of the procedures adopted, and in general a number of
plausible assumptions is involved. It implies that the
accuracy of the final result can be limited, the more so
if statistical variables also have to be considered. The
reliability of the prediction should be carefully evalu-
ated, which requires a profound judgement, and also so-
called engineering judgement, experience and intuition.
It has persistently been emphasized in Ref. [11] that
physical understanding of the fatigue phenomena is
essential for the evaluation of fatigue predictions. A
designer cannot simply rely on the validity of equations.
Behind an equation is a physical model and the question
is whether the model is physically relevant for the prob-
lem considered. This implies that each topic in Fig. 1
should also be a relevant subject for research, and the
number of variables which can affect the fatigue
behavior of a structure is large. Without some satisfac-
tory understanding of aspects involved, predictions on
fatigue become inconceivable. In this paper, it will be
summarized how the understanding in the previous cen-
tury has been improved, sometimes as a qualitative con-
cept, and in other cases also quantitatively. It should
already be said here that qualitative understanding can
be very important, even if a strictly quantitative analysis
is not yet possible. The major topics discussed in the
following sections are associated with: (i) material
fatigue as a physical phenomenon (Section 2), (ii) the
S-N curve and the fatigue limit (Section 3), (iii) predic-
tion of fatigue properties (Section 4), and (iv) fatigue
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load spectra in service (Section 5). These topics are first
discussed to see the development of the knowledge about
fatigue of structures and materials in the 20th century.
Afterwards, the text covers an evaluation of the present
understanding also in relation to the engineering signifi-
cance (Section 6). The paper is concluded with some
general remarks about the present state of the art and
expectations for the 21st century (Section 7).

2. Fatigue of materials as a physical phenomenon

2.1. Fatigue crack initiation

As said before, fatigue damage in steel in the 19th
century was associated with a mysterious crystallizing
of a fibrous structure. It was not yet defined in physical
terms. In the first half of the 20th century, cyclic slip
was considered to be essential for microcrack initiation.
Cracks, even microcracks, imply decohesion in the
material and should thus be considered to be damage.
But is cyclic slip also damage, and what about cyclic
strain hardening in slip bands? In the thirties, Gough [12]
postulated that fatigue crack initiation is a consequence
of exceeding the limit of local strain hardening. The idea
was adopted by Orowan in 1939 [13] who argued that
the local exhaustion of ductility leads to a localized
increase of the stress and ultimately to cracking. This
concept was used in 1953 by Head [14] in a model for
obtaining an equation for fatigue crack growth.

An important question about the ductility exhaustion
theory is how cracking occurs on an atomic level. Stroh
[15] analyzed the stress field around a piled-up group of
dislocations. According to him, the local stress can
become sufficiently high to cause local cleavage. How-
ever, it was difficult to see why high local stresses can
not be relaxed near the material surface by plastic defor-
mation in a basically ductile material. The ductility
exhausting theory did not become a credible crack
initiation model, the more so since the detection of stri-
ations in the late 1950s [16,17] indicated that crack
extension occurred in a cycle-by-cycle sequence, and not
in jumps after intervals of cycles required for an increas-
ing strain-hardening mechanism.

In the 1950s, the knowledge of dislocations had been
well developed. Cyclic slip was associated with cyclic
dislocation movements. It is not surprising that people
tried to explain the initiation and crack growth in terms
of creating crevices in the material or intrusions into the
material surface as a result of some specific dislocation
mobilities. Interesting dislocation models were proposed
in the 1950s, noteworthy by Cottrell and Hull, based on
intersecting slip systems [18], and by Mott, based on
generation of vacancies [19]. Microscopic observations
were made to see whether the proposed models for crack
initiation and crack growth were in agreement with a

model. Several papers of historical interest were col-
lected in 1957 [20] and 1959 [21] respectively. The
microscopic work of Forsyth [22] on extrusions and
intrusions in slip bands should be mentioned, see Fig. 2.
Similar figures have been used by several authors to dis-
cuss basic aspects of the fatigue crack initiation process.
Three fundamental aspects are: the significance of the
free material surface, the irreversibility of cyclic slip,
and environmental effects on microcrack initiation.

Microcracks usually start at the free surface of the
material,1 also in unnotched specimens with a nominally
homogeneous stress distribution tested under cyclic ten-
sion. The restraint on cyclic slip is lower than inside the
material because of the free surface at one side of the
surface material. Furthermore, microcracks start more
easily in slip bands with slip displacements normal to
the material surface [23] which seems to be logical when
looking at Fig. 2. It still remains to be questioned why
cyclic slip is not reversible. Already in the 1950s, it was
understood that there are two reasons for non-reversi-
bility. One argument is that (cyclic) strain hardening
occurs which implies that not all dislocations return to
their original position. Another important aspect is the
interaction with the environment. A slip step at the free
surface implies that fresh material is exposed to the
environment. In a non-inert environment, most technical
materials are rapidly covered with a thin oxide layer, or
some chemisorption of foreign atoms of the environment
occurs. An exact reversibility of slip is then prevented.
A valid and important conclusion is that fatigue crack
initiation is a surface phenomenon.

In the 1950s, microscopical investigations were still
made with the optical microscope. It implies that crack
nucleation is observed on the surface where it indeed
occurs. As soon as cracks are growing into the material
away from the free surface, only the ends of the crack
front can be observed at that free surface. It is question-
able whether that information is representative for the
growth process inside the material, a problem sometimes
overlooked. Microscopic observations on crack growth
inside the material require that cross-sections of a speci-

Fig. 2. Geometry of slip at the material surface according to Forsyth
[16].

1 Microcrack initiation in certain alloys can also start at inclusions
close to the surface, and even more subsurface due to residual stress
distributions.
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men are made. Several investigations employing sec-
tioning were made in the 1950s and before. These
showed that in most materials fatigue cracks are growing
transcrystalline. Although the fatigue fractures looked
rather flat as viewed by the unaided eye, it turned out
that the crack growth path under the microscope could
be rather irregular depending on the type of material. In
materials with a low stacking fault energy (e.g. Cu- and
Ni-alloys), cross slip is difficult and as a result cyclic
slip bands are narrow and straight. Crack growth on a
microscale occurs in straight segments along these
bands. In materials with a high stacking fault energy
(e.g. Al-alloys) cross slip is easy. Moreover, in the Al
crystal lattice there are many slip systems which can eas-
ily be activated. As a consequence, slip lines are wider
and can be rather wavy. Crack growth on a micro scale
does not suggest that it occurs along crystallographic
planes. As a result, fatigue on a microscale can be sig-
nificantly different for different materials. The behavior
is structure-sensitive, depending on the crystal structure
(fcc, bcc, or hexagonal), elastic anisotropy of the crystal-
line structure, grain size, texture, and dislocation
obstacles (e.g. pearlite bands in steel, precipitated zones
in Al-alloys, twins, etc.). An extensive survey of the
material fatigue phenomenon was recently presented in
a book by Suresh [24].

2.2. Fractographic observations

The description of the fatigue mechanism in different
materials was studied in the 1950s and in the following
decades. A significant experimental milestone was the
introduction of the electron microscope (EM), originally
the transmission electron microscope (TEM) in the
1950s, and later the scanning electron microscope (SEM)
in the 1970s. Microscopic investigations in the TEM are
more laborious than in the SEM because either a replica
of the fracture surface must be made, or a thin foil of
the material. The thin foil technique is destructive and
does not show the fatigue fracture surface, but infor-
mation on the material structure can be obtained, such
as forming of subgrains under cyclic loading. The thin
foil technique requires a good deal of experimental
expertise.

Investigations of fatigue fracture surfaces in the SEM
are now a rather well standardized experimental option,
which can indicate where the fatigue fracture started, and
in which directions it was growing.2 A fundamental
observation was made with the electron microscope
around 1960. Fractographic pictures revealed striations
which could be correlated with individual load cycles.

2 Unfortunately, fractographic observations are not always made
and reported in publications on fatigue tests although it is essential
information of the test results.

By mixing of small and large load cycles in a fatigue
test the occurrence of one striation per load cycle was
proven by Ryder [17]. An example is shown in Fig. 3.
The striations are supposed to be remainders of
microplastic deformations at the crack tip, but the mech-
anism can be different for different materials. Several
models for forming striations were proposed in the litera-
ture, two early ones in 1967 by Pelloux and Laird,
respectively [25]. Because of microplasticity at the crack
tip and the crack extension mechanism in a cycle, it
should be expected that the profile of striations depends
on the type of material. Terms such as ductile and brittle
striations were adopted [22]. Striations could not be
observed in all materials, at least not equally clearly.
Moreover, the visibility of striations also depends on the
severity of load cycles. At very low stress amplitudes it
may be difficult to see striations although fractographic
indications were obtained which showed that crack
growth still occurred in a kind of a cycle-by-cycle
sequence [26].

Striations have also shown that the crack front is not
simply a single straight line as usually assumed in frac-
ture mechanics analysis. Noteworthy observations on
this problem were made by Bowles in the late 1970s
[27,28] who developed a vacuum infiltration method to
obtain a plastic casting of the entire crack. The casting
could then be studied in the electron microscope. An
example is shown in Fig. 4 which illustrates that the
crack front is indeed a curved line and the crack tip is
rounded.

Macroscopic shear lips, see Fig. 5, were well known
for aluminium alloys from the early 1960s [29], but they
were also observed on fatigue cracks in other materials
[30–32]. The width of the shear lips increased for faster
fatigue crack growth, and finally a full transition from a
tensile mode fatigue crack to a shear mode fatigue crack

Fig. 3. Correspondence between striations and load cycles during
fatigue crack growth in an Al-alloy specimen (picture Nat. Aerospace
Lab., NLR, Amsterdam).
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Fig. 4. SEM picture of a plastic casting of a fatigue crack (2024-T3
Al-alloy). Technique developed by Bowles [27]. Curved crack front
and striations visible at the upper and lower fracture surface. Width
of picture 16 µm.

Fig. 5. Fatigue crack growth with a transition from tensile mode to
shear mode.

can occur. The shear lips are a surface phenomenon
because crack growth in the shear mode is not so con-
strained in the thickness direction. Shear lips are a
macroscopic deviation from a mode-I crack assumed in
a fracture mechanics analysis.

Fatigue cracks in thick sections can be largely in the
tensile mode (mode I) because shear lips are then rela-
tively small. However, the topography of the tensile
mode area observed in the electron microscope indicates
a more or less tortuous surface although it looks rather
flat if viewed with the unaided eye. Large magnifications
clearly show that the fracture surface on a microlevel is
not at all a nicely flat area. It is a rather irregular surface
going up and down in some random way depending on
the microstructure of the material. It has also been shown
for aluminium alloys that the roughness of the fracture
surface depends on the environment [33]. An inert
environment increased the surface roughness whereas an
aggressive environment (salt water) promoted a more

smooth fracture surface. Similarly, shear lips were nar-
rower in an aggressive environment and wider in an inert
environment. These trends were associated with the idea
that an aggressive environment stimulates tensile-deco-
hesion at the crack tip, whereas an inert environment
promotes shear decohesion. It should be understood that
the crack extension in a cycle (i.e. the crack growth rate)
depends on the crack growth resistance of the material,
but also on the crack driving force which is different if
deviations of the pure mode I crack geometry are
present, e.g. shear lips and fracture tortuosity.

2.3. More about fatigue crack growth

In the 1950s, many investigators mentioned how early
in the fatigue life they could observe microcracks. Since
then it was clear that the fatigue life under cyclic loading
consisted of two phases, the crack initiation life followed
by a crack growth period until failure. This can be rep-
resented in a block diagram, see Fig. 6. The crack
initiation period may cover a large percentage of the
fatigue life under high-cycle fatigue, i.e. under stress
amplitudes just above the fatigue limit. But for larger
stress amplitudes the crack growth period can be a sub-
stantial portion of the fatigue life. A special problem
involved is how to define the transition from the
initiation period to the crack growth period.

It was in the early 1960s that the stress intensity factor
was introduced for the correlation between the crack
growth rate, da/dN, and the stress intensity factor range,
�K. The first paper was published in 1961 by Paris,
Gomez and Anderson [34], and it turned out to be a
milestone publication. They adopted the K-value from
the analysis of the stress field around the tip of a crack
as proposed by Irwin [35] in 1957, another milestone of
the application of fracture mechanics. The well-known
general equation in polar coordinates for the stress distri-
bution around the crack tip is:

σij �
K

�2πr
f(θij) (1)

with K as the stress intensity factor and the polar coordi-
nates r and q (see Fig. 7). Eq. (1) is an asymptotic sol-
ution which is valid for small values of r only, i.e.
r�a with ‘a’ as the crack length. The stress intensity
factor is given by:

Fig. 6. Different phases of the fatigue life and relevant factors.
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Fig. 7. (a) Crack tip with polar coordinates. (b) K-dominated zone.

Fig. 8. (a) Crack growth results presented as da/dN-K data. (b) Three regions of crack growth.

K � bS�pa (2)

with b as the geometry factor. The results of the crack
growth tests of Paris et al. were expressed in terms of
da/dN as a function of �K on a double log scale,3 see
Fig. 8a, which shows a linear relation between
log(da/dN) and log(�K). Many more crack growth tests
carried out later indicated the same trend which led to
the well-known Paris equation:

da /dN � C�Km (3)

with C and m as experimentally obtained constants. The
equation is a formal description of results of a fatigue
crack growth experiment. At the same time, it must be
recognized that fatigue crack growth is subjected to
physical laws. In general terms, something is driving the
crack extension mechanism which is called the crack-
driving force. This force is associated with the �K-value.

3 The enthusiasm to present the results in this new format was
sometimes so large that authors unfortunately did not mention the
range of crack sizes covered in the experiments.

The stress intensity factor is related to the strain energy
release rate, i.e. the strain energy in the material which
is available for producing crack extension. The relation
to be found in textbooks is:

dU
da

�
K2

E∗ (4)

with E∗ = E (Young’s modulus) for plane stress, and
E∗ = E/(1�n2) for plane strain (n = Poisson’s ratio).
The strain energy looks like a characteristic variable for
energy balances. The material response (da/dN) is
characterized in Eq. (3), but the experimental constants
C and m are not easily associated with physical proper-
ties of the material. However, the crack growth rate
obtained is representing the crack growth resistance of
the material.

Already by the 1960s it was clear that the correlation
of da/dN and �K depends on the stress ratio R. This
could be expected because an increased mean stress for
a constant �S should give a faster crack growth while
the R-value is also increased. Furthermore, results of
crack growth tests indicated systematic deviations of the
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Paris equation at relatively high and low �K-values. It
has led to the definition of three regions in da/dN-�K
graphs, regions I, II and III respectively, see Fig. 8b.
Obvious questions are associated with the vertical
asymptotes at the lower �K boundary of region I and
the upper �K boundary of region III. The latter boundary
appears to be logical because if Kmax exceeds the fracture
toughness (either Kc or KIc) a quasi-static failure will
occur and fatigue crack growth is no longer possible. It
still should be recognized that the Kmax value causing
specimen failure in the last cycle of a fatigue crack
growth experiment may well be different from Kc or KIc

measured in a fracture toughness test.
From the point of view of fracture mechanics, the

occurrence of a lower boundary in region I is not so
obvious. As long as a K-value can be defined for the tip
of a crack, a singular stress field should be present and
micro-plasticity at the tip of the crack should occur. So,
why should the crack not grow any more; for which
physical reason should there be a threshold �K-value
(�Kth).

New ideas on �Kth were associated with observations
on so-called small cracks. These cracks occur as
microcracks in the beginning of the fatigue life starting
at the material surface or just subsurface. The first rel-
evant paper was published by Pearson [36] in 1975 who
observed that small surface cracks were growing much
faster than large macro cracks at nominally similar �K-
values. It was confirmed in several investigations that
microcracks could grow at low �K-values, whereas mac-
rocracks did not grow at these low �K-values where
�K � �Kth. Illustrative data of Wanhill are shown in
Fig. 9 [37]. The small-crack problem became a well
recognized subject for further research. Various crack
growth barriers offered by the material structure (e.g.
grain boundaries, pearlite in steel, phase boundaries in
general) could be significant for microcracks [38]
whereas they were less relevant to macrocrack growth.
As a result, considerable scatter was observed in
microcrack growth rates, see Fig. 9. Moreover, the bar-
riers affecting microcrack growth could be quite differ-
ent for different materials. Although proposals for frac-
ture mechanics predictions of the growth of microcracks
were presented in the literature, the publications about
this issue in the last decades of the previous century were
not always convincing. Actually, it should be recognized
that the K-concept for such small cracks in a crystalline
material becomes questionable. The plastic zone is a slip
band and its size is not small compared to the crack
length of the microcrack. They may even have a simi-
lar size.

Another question about the �Kth concept applies to
macrocracks. Why do large cracks stop growing if �K
� �Kth? A formal answer to this question is because the
crack driving force does not exceed the crack growth
resistance of the material. At low K-values the crack

Fig. 9. Crack growth results of Wanhill for large cracks and small
microcracks [37].

driving force is low which affects the crack front micro-
geometry, the crack front becomes more tortuous, and
also the crack closure mechanism is changing [39]. It
may then occur that the crack driving force is just no
longer capable of producing further crack growth.

A concept to be discussed here is the occurrence of
crack closure, and more specifically plasticity induced
crack closure. In the late sixties [40,41], Elber observed
that the tip of a growing fatigue crack in an Al-alloy
sheet specimen (2024-T3) could be closed at a positive
stress (tensile stress).4 Crack opening turned out to be a
non-linear function of the applied stress, see Fig. 10.
During loading from S = 0 to S = Sop the crack opening
displacement (COD) is a non-linear function of the
applied stress. For S � Sop the behavior is linear with a

4 Elber carried out a crack growth test on a specimen with a central
crack. After substantial crack growth, but before failure, he wanted to
open the crack by saw cutting of the unfailed ligaments. After he
(himself) cut the first ligament, he observed that the specimen was
distorted in a strange way. Elber understood that this had to be due to
plastic deformation left in the wake of the fatigue crack. He then made
his well-known crack closure measurements (Fig. 10) which led to
Eq. (7).
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Fig. 10. Measurement of the crack opening displacement (COD) showing the occurrence of plasticity induced crack closure at a positive stress
according to Elber [40,41].

slope corresponding to the specimen compliance with a
fully opened crack. The same non-linear response was
observed during unloading. During the non-linear
behavior the crack is partly or fully closed due to plastic
deformation left in the wake of the growing crack. Elber
argued that a load cycle is only effective in driving the
growth of a fatigue crack if the crack tip is fully open.
He defined the effective �S and �K as:

�Seff � Smax�Sop and �Keff � b�Seff�pa (5)

(b is the geometry factor). He then assumed that the
crack growth rate is a function of �Keff only.

da /dN � f(�Keff) (6)

Elber found that the crack opening stress level depends
on the stress ratio for which he proposed the relation:

U �
�Seff

�S
� f(R) � 0.5 � 0.4R (for 2024 (7)

� T3 Al � alloy)

This relation is an empirical result. Moreover, Elber
proposed that the relation should be independent of the
crack length. The Elber approach was carried on in later
investigations, partly because it was attractive to present
crack growth data of a material for various R-values by
just one single curve according to Eq. (6). It turned out
that the relation in Eq. (7) could be significantly different
for other materials which is not surprising because the
cyclic plastic behavior depends on the type of material.
In the 1980s, the crack closure concept was much wel-
comed by investigators on crack growth models for
fatigue under VA loading [42].

3. The S-N curve and the fatigue limit

3.1. Aspects of the S-N curve

Wöhler had already carried out experiments to obtain
S-N curves in the 19th century. For a long time such
curves were labeled as a Wöhler curve instead of the
now more frequently used term S-N curve. In the 20th
century numerous fatigue tests were carried out to pro-
duce large numbers of S-N curves. In the beginning, rot-
ating beam tests on unnotched specimens were popular
because of the more simple experimental facilities avail-
able in the early decades. The significance of testing
notched specimens was recognized, especially by engin-
eers. Fatigue-testing machines for loading in tension, tor-
sion and bending were available before 1940. The exci-
tation of cyclic loads occurred by mechanical or
hydraulic systems. High frequencies were obtained with
resonance machines. Fatigue became more and more
recognized as a problem to be considered for various
small and large industrial products in view of economi-
cal reasons. Apart from basic research on unnotched
specimens, many test series were also carried out on
notched specimens. The tests were performed with a
constant mean stress and a constant stress amplitude
(referred to as constant-amplitude tests, or CA tests). The
S-N curves should give useful information about the
notch and size effect on the fatigue life and the fatigue
limit. Initially, the fatigue life N was plotted on a logar-
ithmic scale in the horizontal direction, and the stress
amplitude on a linear scale in the vertical direction.
Many curves can be found in the literature and collec-
tions of these curves have been published as data banks
while commercial software also contains this type of
information.

For low stress amplitudes, the S-N curve exhibited a
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lower limit which implies that fatigue failures did not
occur after high numbers of load cycles, see Fig. 11. The
horizontal asymptote of the S-N curve is called the
fatigue limit (in some publications the name endurance
limit is used). The fatigue limit is of practical interest
for many structures which are subjected to millions of
load cycles in service while fatigue failures are unac-
ceptable. The fatigue limit is considered in more detail
later.

At the upper side of the S-N curve (large stress
amplitudes) another horizontal asymptote appears to be
present. If failure did not occur in the first cycle, the
fatigue life could be several hundreds of cycles. Such
fatigue tests were not easily carried out on older fatigue
machines because adjusting the correct load amplitude
required too many cycles. A real breakthrough for
fatigue testing equipment occurred in the 1950s and
1960s when closed-loop fatigue machines were intro-
duced employing a feedback signal from the specimen
to monitor the load on the specimen. With this technique,
the fatigue load could be adjusted by a computer-con-
trolled system. Furthermore, if S-N curves were plotted
on a double-logarithmic scale, the curves became
approximately linear (the Basquin relation).

The interest for short fatigue lives is relevant for struc-
tures with a load spectrum of small numbers of severe
load cycles only (e.g. high-pressure vessels). In the
1960s, this has led to �-N curves. Instead of applying a
stress amplitude to a specimen, a constant strain ampli-
tude is maintained in the critical section of the specimen.
The problem area was designated as ‘ low cycle fatigue’
(Fig. 11) which actually implies that macro plastic defor-
mation occurs in every cycle. It turned out that the �-N
curve in the low-cycle regime, again plotted on a double
log scale, was a linear function:

εaNβ � constant � C (8)

Fig. 11. Fatigue test results of unnotched specimens of a low alloy
steel (NACA TN 2324, 1951). Regions of low-cycle and high-cycle
fatigue.

The equation is known as the Coffin–Manson relation
[43,44].

At lower stress amplitudes macro plastic deformation
does not occur and the fatigue phenomenon is labeled
as ‘high-cycle fatigue’ , see Fig. 11. It is assumed that
cyclic deformations on a macro scale are still elastic.

Questions to be considered with respect to the S-N
curve are: (i) Is the fatigue phenomenon under high-
cycle and low-cycle fatigue still a similar phenomenon,
and (ii) what is the physical meaning of the fatigue limit?
With respect to the first question, it should be pointed
out that crack initiation and crack growth are both sig-
nificant for the fatigue life. The crack initiation is easily
affected by a number of material surface conditions
(surface roughness, surface damage, surface treatments,
soft surface layers, surface residual stress). These con-
ditions are important for high-cycle fatigue and the
fatigue limit, but they are generally overruled during
low-cycle fatigue where plastic deformations at the
material surface will occur anyway. Moreover, macro
crack growth under low-cycle fatigue is rather limited
because small cracks will already induce complete fail-
ure at the high stress levels. This implies that low-cycle
fatigue is important for special problems where large
plastic deformations cannot be avoided. Low-cycle
fatigue problems are also often associated with high-
temperature applications. However, during high-cycle
fatigue significant macrocrack growth occurs. At still
lower stress amplitudes the physical meaning and the
engineering significance of the fatigue limit have to be
considered.

3.2. The fatigue limit

The formal definition of the fatigue limit (see footnote
5) appears to be rather obvious. It is the stress amplitude
for which the fatigue life becomes infinite in view of the
asymptotic character of the S-N curve. However, fatigue
tests must be terminated after a long testing time. If it
occurs after 107 cycles (see papers in ref. [45]), the no-
failure stress level need not be a fatigue limit. Actually,
it was also labeled as an endurance limit associated with
a certain high number of cycles.

From an engineering point of view, it appears to be
more logical to define the fatigue limit as the highest
stress amplitude for which failure does not occur after
high numbers of load cycles. This definition should
cover situations where fatigue failures are unacceptable,
e.g. in various cases of machinery. Design stress levels
must then remain below the fatigue limit which emphas-
izes the significance of the fatigue limit as a material pro-
perty.

The two definitions do not refer to physical aspects
of the fatigue phenomenon. A more physically based
definition should be associated with microcracks. If
microcracks are not initiated, a fatigue failures does not
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occur. However, it is possible that cyclic slip does occur
at stress amplitudes just below the fatigue limit. A few
microcracks can be initiated but microcrack growth may
be stopped. Non-propagating small cracks got some
interest in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Noteworthy
experiments were carried out by Frost and associates
[46] on notched specimens with high Kt-values. Actu-
ally, in such cases crack growth can stop because the
crack driving force is not large enough to continue crack
growth away from the material surface while the stress
amplitude was sufficient to nucleate a small crack at the
free surface. But non-propagating microcracks could
also occur in unnotched specimens at stress amplitudes
slightly below the fatigue limit due to crack growth bar-
riers, e.g. grain boundaries, or just because of insufficient
cyclic slip for further growth of the microcrack. It then
seems that the fatigue limit should be defined as the
threshold stress amplitude to take care of microcrack
nucleation and subsequent growth to a macrocrack. Pre-
dictions on the fatigue limit of components is an
important engineering problem which implies that the
physical concept of this property should be understood.
This is necessary for evaluating prediction models on the
effect of the notch geometry on the fatigue limit (effects
of Kt, notch size and stress gradients).

Because the fatigue limit is an important material pro-
perty from an engineering point of view, the experi-
mental technique to determine this property was an
important topic in the previous century. Fatigue tests to
determine a fatigue limit must be carried on to high num-
bers of cycles. Such tests are very time consuming and
thus expensive, especially if a reasonably large number
of tests is carried out in view of information about the
statistical variability of the fatigue limit. Statistical pro-
cedures for doing so have been standardized, for instance
the Staircase method and the Probit method [47].
Because of the problem of testing time, it is not surpris-
ing that investigators have been looking for a physical
relation between the fatigue limit and some other
material properties which can be measured in a short
time. At best, it could be hoped that some emission
effect of the material is associated with the microcrack
initiation process. However, from the previous dis-
cussion on the fatigue phenomenon with respect to crack
initiation and crack growth barriers of non-propagating
microcracks it must be concluded that such correlations
are illusive. An approximate determination of the fatigue
limit can be done with a small number of specimens
using so-called step tests in which the stress amplitude
is increased in small steps [48].

4. Predictions and fatigue damage

4.1. The engineering need for prediction models

The prediction of fatigue properties of structures and
avoiding structural fatigue were recognized as engineer-

ing problems in the early decades of the 20th century.
It was understood that high stress concentrations could
be harmful and should be avoided. The significance of
stress concentration factors was known before 1950 and
designers realized that the fatigue performance of a
structure was dependent on improved detail design. The
title of a book by Heywood ‘Designing against fatigue’
[49] was characteristic for the engineering fatigue prob-
lem. Various models were developed for the prediction
of notch and size effects. Initially, the aim was to derive
fatigue properties of notched elements from fatigue
properties on unnotched specimens. The proposed mod-
els included a good deal of empirism. One specific goal
was to predict the fatigue limit, an important fatigue pro-
perty for many products of the industry. In the 1960s
and afterwards a need was also felt to predict fatigue
crack growth, especially for aircraft structures in view
of fail-safe properties, service inspections and safety in
general. But it was also a problem for other structures,
such as welded structures and pressure vessels. Predic-
tion models on crack growth were much stimulated by
the introduction of the stress intensity factor. Still
another fatigue problem was associated with load spectra
containing load cycles of various magnitudes, or in other
words, fatigue under variable-amplitude (VA) loading.
If fatigue cycles above the fatigue limit occur, crack
initiation can not be avoided and a finite life is possible.
A need for predictions on fatigue under VA loading was
present. Several prediction problems can thus be defined.
A practical problem also associated with VA-loading
was the question of how long old structures could still
be used without running into fatigue problems. In the
second half of the previous century, this question was
raised for old bridges, quite often bridges built in the
19th century. The question was whether fatigue prob-
lems should be anticipated or whether the bridge should
be replaced by a new one. Bridges were often more
intensively loaded by heavy traffic than previously
expected in the design process long ago. A similar prob-
lem occurs for old aircraft. Some aircraft of military
fleets were designed and built in the 1960s, but these
aircraft are still meeting the present performance require-
ments. For economical reasons, some aircraft types are
planned to be used up until 2040. Also, several civil
passenger aircraft are used beyond the life time for
which they were originally designed (often 20 years).
The term ‘aging aircraft’ has been introduced for such
aircraft. Some aircraft with fatigue problems in the
1980s for which special regulations were introduced
were labeled as ‘geriatric’ aircraft [50].

Questions emerging from the above picture are asso-
ciated with the reliability and accuracy of prediction
models and the physical concept of fatigue damage. Pre-
diction problems can be defined in two categories. The
similarity concept (sometimes called the similitude
concept) is characteristic for the first category. Fatigue
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damage accumulation is at the base of the second catego-
ry.

4.2. Predictions based on the similarity of conditions
(CA-loading)

The physical argument of the similarity approach is:

Similar conditions, applied to similar systems, should
produce the same consequences.

This physical principle is the basis of many predictions
of properties of materials and structures. It can also be
applied to fatigue prediction problems. At the same time,
it should be realized that this physical principle does not
necessarily imply that the physical mechanism of the
fatigue phenomenon should be understood.

For fatigue of notched elements the similarity concept
implies: similar stress cycles applied to an unnotched
specimen and to the material at the root of a notch in a
notched specimen will give the same crack initiation life.
It is not essential to know how the initiation occurs. Of
course the requirement of similar systems implies that
the unnotched and notched specimen should be of the
same material. However, some other aspects which may
violate the similarity are easily recognized. A significant
aspect is that the stress cycle in the unnotched specimen
is present in a large volume of the material with a rela-
tively large area of surface material. In the notched
specimen, the stress cycle of the peak stress
(Kt·nominal stress) at the notch root is present in a rela-
tively small volume of the material with a relatively
small surface area. More differences can be mentioned,
e.g. the surface roughness of the material is not necessar-
ily the same for the unnotched and notched specimen
because of different ways of machining the specimens.

Neuber published a famous book on calculations of
stresses around notches in 1937 [51]. He found it rather
disappointing to see that the reduction factor of the
fatigue limit of notched steel specimens was much less
than the Kt-value obtained with his calculations. Empiri-
cal equations were then presented in the literature [52–
54] to account for the deficiencies of the similarity
approach. An important variable in these equations is the
root radius of the notch in order to account for stress
gradient effects in the notched elements. Although the
approach of the empirical equations was not fully
rational [11], reasonable estimates of the fatigue limit of
notched elements could be obtained.

The similarity concept for the prediction of fatigue
crack growth is different from the concept for the notch
problem. It now reads:

The same �K-cycle applied to different cracks should
give the same crack growth rate.

In other words, if the same �K applies to a crack in a
specimen and to a crack in a structure, the same da/dN
should be obtained. This similarity concept was replaced
later by requiring similar �Keff-cycles in order to
account for the stress ratio effect associated with crack
closure as discussed before. Also in the case of fatigue
crack growth it is not really necessary to know the physi-
cal crack extension mechanism, e.g. whether it occurs
by shear decohesion or tensile decohesion. But in this
case it may also be questioned whether the same �K
cycle is a valid argument to prescribe similar conditions
applied to the same system. The system in this case is
the material around the crack tip. It is well-known that
the K-value does not describe the stress distribution far
away from the crack tip, but more interestingly, this is
also true for the crack tip plastic zone, i.e. in the close
proximity of the crack tip where the fatigue crack exten-
sion occurs. Eq. (1) is no longer valid in the plastic zone,
and the plasticity will cause some stress redistribution.
Around the crack tip, a zone with radius re is considered
in Fig. 7b. The size of this zone is selected to be signifi-
cantly larger than the plastic zone (re � rp) but still con-
siderably smaller than the crack length (re � a). As a
result, the plastic deformation at the crack tip will have
a marginal effect on the stress distribution at a distance
re from the crack tip (de Saint Venant’s principle). As a
consequence K can still be characteristic for the stresses
applied to the re-zone, which is called the K-dominated
zone [55]. This zone is the system to be considered.
Similar �K-cycles on the system then imply similar
stresses on the K-dominated zones. As a consequence
the same small crack tip plastic zones are obtained, and
similar crack growth rates, da/dN, may be expected.

Apparently �K can be used for the prediction of the
crack growth rate in a structure if da/dN for similar �K-
values is known from experiments on crack growth
specimens. This fracture mechanics application has
extensively been explored and confirmed in many cases
in the last decades of the previous century. Handbooks
with K-values for various geometries were published
[56–58] and data are also included in commercial
software. Moreover, K-values for part through cracks
and cracks with curved crack fronts can be calculated
with modern FE techniques.

Limitations occur for high values of Kmax and �K
when plastic zones at the crack tip are large. Because
the K-concept is essentially based on elastic material
behavior, an elastic K-dominated zone is no longer a
realistic concept.

Shear lips occur at the free surface of the material
during fatigue crack growth, (see Fig. 5). Again this need
not upset the similarity concept for crack growth predic-
tions if a K-dominated zone can still be assumed to be
relevant. The shear lips will then be present in the same
way in both systems, the specimen and the structure. It
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has been shown that predictions can still be reasonably
accurate.

4.3. Predictions based on fatigue damage
accumulation (VA-loading)

As early as 1923, Pålmgren [59] published the hypoth-
esis which is now generally known as the Miner-rule or
the linear cumulative damage hypothesis. According to
Pålmgren applying ni times a cycle with a stress ampli-
tude Sa,i and a corresponding fatigue life Ni is equivalent
to consuming a portion of ni/Ni of the fatigue life. Failure
occurs when 100% of the fatigue life is consumed. Fail-
ure thus occurs when:

�ni

Ni

� 1. (9)

Pålmgren did not give any physical derivation for the
rule. He was in need for an estimate of the fatigue life
under VA-loading, and he adopted the most simple
assumption for fatigue damage accumulation. Langer,
being unaware of the Pålmgren paper, postulated the
same rule in 1937 [60], but he introduced a refinement
by dividing the fatigue life into two phases: a crack
initiation life followed by a crack growth life until fail-
ure. According to Langer, Eq. (9) must be applied separ-
ately to both periods with Ni being the crack initiation
life in the first period and the crack growth life in the
second period. Miner in 1945 [61] referred to the publi-
cation of Langer, but he restricted his analysis to the
crack initiation life of small specimens tacitly assuming
that the fatigue life until failure could be considered to
be approximately the crack initiation life. Miner intro-
duced the idea that fatigue damage is the consequence
of work absorbed by the material which was assumed to
be proportional to the number of cycles. That is why the
Miner rule, Eq. (9), is called the linear cumulative dam-
age rule. It is important to note that this concept
describes the fatigue damage quantitatively with one sin-
gle parameter. If the damage parameter is denoted by D,
it implies:

D � n /N. (10)

The Miner concept implies that this linear function
(see Fig. 12a) is applicable to any cyclic stress level.
Later it was suggested that the function could be non-
linear, see Fig. 12b.

D � f�n
N� (11)

This might appear to be more realistic. However, it was
not always realized that a non-linear damage equation,
if the equation is independent of the cyclic stress, still
leads to the Miner rule of Eq. (9) [62]. Only if D = f
(n/N) depends on the stress cycle, see the two curves in
Fig. 12c, deviations from the Miner rule are possible.

The single damage parameter definition still offers
another problem. Negative damage is impossible.
Already in the 1950s it was known that a single high
load (frequently labeled as an overload, OL) can increase
the fatigue life at a lower stress level and thus is causing
negative damage in terms of life time consumed. How-
ever, a damage curve with negative damage is physically
unacceptable. Going from negative damage to later posi-
tive damage implies passing the zero damage level corre-
sponding to the pristine condition present before the test
was started. This cannot be true.

It was understood in the 1950s that an overload in
tension applied to a notched specimen could lead to plas-
tic deformation at the root of the notch. As a result, com-
pressive residual stresses are introduced which delays
crack initiation and subsequent crack growth.5 Clarence
Smith around 1960 [64] suggested that the Miner rule
could still be adopted after a high load if the residual
stress was accounted for by a change of the mean stress
at the critical location at the notch. Later in the early
1970s [65,66] the strain history prediction model was
developed which appeared to be promising for low-cyc-
lic fatigue under VA loading when plasticity occurred in
many cycles of a load–time history. With this model the
strain history at the root of the notch was derived from
the load history by using an analytical relations between
the plastic strain and the stress as proposed by Neuber
for notch root plasticity [67]. However, the Miner rule
was still adopted for calculating the accumulated fatigue
damage. Instead of S-N curves �a�N were used, i.e. the
Coffin–Manson relation discussed earlier.

An important short-coming of the Miner rule for VA
life predictions is associated with load cycles of ampli-
tudes below the fatigue limit. According to the Miner
rule, such cycles are non-damaging because in n/N the
value of N = �. This is physically unacceptable for a
VA load history. Cycles with amplitudes larger that the
fatigue limit can initiate a fatigue crack, and later cycles
with amplitudes below the fatigue limit can propagate
the crack and thus become damaging. A simple pro-
cedure to account for this phenomenon is to extrapolate
the S-N curve below the fatigue limit. A noteworthy pro-
posal was made by Haibach [68]. He started from the
idea that the S-N curve is a linear function in a double-
logarithmic plot, which is known as the Basquin equ-
ation:

Sk
a·N � constant (12)

with the empirical constant k (slope factor) as the nega-
tive inverse slope of the log(Sa)/log(N) plot. Haibach
proposed to extend the S-N curve with a second linear

5 Already in 1943 Heyer [63] attributed the increased fatigue life
after application of a high preload to compressive residual stresses.
His paper in German was written during World War II.
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Fig. 12. Fatigue damage functions if the damage is defined by a single parameter D.

part as shown in Fig. 13 with a slope depending on k
of the first part (slope factor k	 = 2k + 1). Another
suggestion to extend the S-N curve was made for welded
joints [69] as also indicated in Fig. 13.

Although the extended S-N curves may give a better
prediction of the fatigue life, and anyway a more con-
servative one, it does not imply that the Miner rule is
given a physical derivation. Numerous test series have
shown that statistically similar VA load histories can
give significantly different fatigue lives, whereas the
Miner rule predicts the same life. Already around 1960
this was obvious from so-called programme fatigue tests
on notched specimens with different load sequences.
Illustrative results of Hardrath et al. [70,71] are shown
in Fig. 14. According to the Miner rule, all sequences
should have given the same fatigue life instead of vari-
ations with factors of about 3. Moreover, large differ-
ences from Σn/N = 1 were observed. Many more similar
deficiencies were obtained later, especially for high
strength materials, see the surveys in Refs. [72,73].

4.3.1. Fatigue damage description
Shortcomings of the Miner rule are primarily due to

the primitive fatigue damage concept adopted. It implies
that fatigue damage is indicated by one single damage
parameter. In reality, all changes inside the material
induced by fatigue load cycles are part of the fatigue
damage. Those changes were studied in various publi-
cations. In principle, a description of fatigue damage

Fig. 13. S-N curve extrapolated below the fatigue limit.

Fig. 14. The effect of overloads (OL) on fatigue crack growth in
sheet specimens of the 2024-T3 Al-alloy [74].

should cover several features affected by the fatigue
load, such as:

� micro- and macro-plastic deformation
� residual stress
� the size and the shape of fatigue cracks (crack

geometry)
� fractographic features (crack path in the material

structure, shear lips)
� plastic deformation in the wake of the crack (crack

closure).

Spatial distributions of these aspects are involved 6

6 It is noteworthy that the crack tip plastic zone is frequently
assumed to have only one characteristic dimension, which is the width
of the zone in the crack growth direction. In several materials the zone
has a butterfly shape. Furthermore, the size of the plastic zone is sup-
posed to be equal to a constant times (Kmax/S0.2)2. The choice of S0.2

is arbitrary. If S0.1 is used the calculated size is larger.
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which implies that a quantitative description is not a
realistic option, although the meaning of the aspects is
qualitatively understood. In the literature, rather drastic
simplifications have been made to arrive at improved
prediction rules for fatigue damage accumulation. The
success is limited for fatigue life predictions for VA
loading. However, for fatigue crack growth
(macrocracks) some progress has been made, although
simplifications were still necessary.

4.3.2. Fatigue crack growth under VA loading
Fatigue crack growth (macrocracks) under variable

amplitude loading was extensively investigated in
numerous test programmes. The cumulative damage
problem is then associated with the extension of the
cracks in subsequent cycles of the load–time history. The
promising application of the K-concept to predictions on
fatigue crack growth under CA loading was drastically
upset by the first experiments with overloads (OL’s) in
CA test carried out around 1960 [74,75]. Illustrative
results are given in Fig. 15. Three OL’s in this figure
induced highly retarded crack growth. Originally this
was attributed to compressive residual stress in the crack
tip plastic zone of an OL, while later is was related to
crack closure in the plastic zone leading to smaller effec-
tive stress ranges. Actually, there is no contradiction
between the two explanations because both are associa-
ted with the plastic deformation in the crack tip zone.

The large effect of high loads on fatigue crack growth
has stimulated much research, both experimental investi-
gations as well as analytical studies. The significance of
crack tip plasticity was easily recognized and it obvi-
ously suggested that the plastic zone size must be
important for crack growth retardations. Because the
plastic zone size depends on the state of stress (plane
strain or plane stress or intermediate situations), the
retardation of the growth of a through crack after an OL

Fig. 15. Results of block-programme fatigue tests of NASA [71].
Notched specimens, Kt = 4, material 7075-T6. Different block
sequences and effect of mean stress.

should depend on the material thickness and the material
yield stress. This has been amply confirmed by experi-
mental results, starting in the mid-seventies (e.g. Refs.
[76,77]). More detailed observations also indicated that
the maximum retardation of the crack growth rate after
an overload did not occur immediately but required some
penetration of the crack tip into the OL plastic zone (so-
called delayed crack growth retardation).

The first analytical models of crack growth under VA
loading were based on plastic zone sizes. The Willen-
borg model [78] and the Wheeler model [79] are two
notable examples published in the early 1970s. They are
now considered to be rather primitive. A second gener-
ation of crack growth prediction models for VA loading
was based on plasticity induced crack closure. The Elber
crack closure concept was used and the stress opening
stress level Sop had to be predicted in a cycle-by-cycle
calculation. Crack growth is then predicted from:

a � a0 � ��ai with �ai � (da /dN)i � f(�Keff,i)

and �Keff,i � Ci(Smax,i � Sop,i)�πai

.

(13)

The crack extension �ai in cycle i is a function of Keff

in that cycle. The value of �Keff,i depends on the
imposed Smax,i of the load history and the predicted Sop,i.
The geometry factor Ci depends on the current crack
length ai. The crack opening stress level Sop,i must be
predicted by a crack growth model taking care of the
effect of plastic deformation left in the wake of the crack
as a residue from previous load cycles. As an illustration,
Fig. 16 gives a sample of a VA load history with varying
Sop-values. Some models for plasticity induced crack
closure under VA loading were proposed in the literature
in the 1980s (for a survey see [42,80]). The most well-
known model is the CORPUS model of Ary de Koning
[81]. In this model, the effect of the previous load history
on Sop is physically associated with humps on the surface
of the fatigue crack as remainders of previous high loads.
Several details of the model include the transition of
plane strain to plane stress and the amplification effect

Fig. 16. Variable-amplitude loading with a cycle-by-cycle variation
of the crack opening stress.
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of frequently occurring high loads. The CORPUS model
includes some empirical constants and fairly accurate
crack growth predictions for rather complex flight-simul-
ation load histories were obtained [82]. An example of
such a load history is shown in Fig. 17.

The crack opening stress, Sop, in the CORPUS model
was still obtained with an empirical relation employing
previous maxima and minima of the load history, a
relation with a similar character as U(R) discussed
before. In a following generation of crack growth predic-
tion models, crack closure was still considered to be the
leading mechanism to arrive at effective stress range.
However, Sop was no longer obtained from an empirical
function. The Dugdale strip yield model [83] was
adopted to calculate the plastic deformation in the crack
tip zone and the plastic deformation left in the wake of
the crack. Algorithms were developed [84–88] to calcu-
late the plastic deformations and to determine the crack
opening displacements from which the crack opening
stress level is obtained. The models are rather complex,
due to the non-linear material behavior, reversed plas-
ticity under compressive stress, and the iterative charac-
ter of the calculations. Although these strip yield models
are more realistic, the problem of the plane stress to
plane strain transition is still present. Moreover, it
remains difficult to cover some aspects such as the 3D
character of crack closure. Accurate predictions thus
remain problematic, the more so for part through cracks.

5. Load spectra

Information on the load–time history of a structure in
service is collected in load spectra. As indicated in Fig.
1, a load spectrum is a necessary input for the prediction
of fatigue properties of a structure or service-simulation
fatigue tests. In spite of this link, the literature on load
spectra suggests the topic to be more or less a separate
discipline. Developments on load spectra problems

Fig. 17. Sample of a load history applied in flight-simulation fatigue
tests. Five flights are shown with gust loads corresponding to different
weather conditions.

started in aeronautics because of some early fatigue dis-
asters. In Germany a Lufthansa aircraft crashed in 1927
with six fatalities. The accident was due to a fatigue fail-
ure [5]. It started significant fatigue research in the
1930s, notably by Gassner [89] and Teichmann [90]. It
was understood that aircraft wings were dynamically
loaded during flying in turbulent air which resulted in
numerous load cycles with quite variable amplitudes
(gust loads). The need for measuring these loads was
well recognized. A strain measurement technique was
developed for this purpose in the early 1930s [91]. The
load–time history was scratched with a diamond on glass
and the history was analyzed under the microscope, an
advanced technique for that time. Teichmann recognized
that a statistical description of the load–time history
could be done in different ways. Considering the max-
ima and minima as the relevant data of a load–time his-
tory, the statistical data could be restricted to counting
these peak values in specified intervals, which leads to
a one-dimensional spectrum (1D). However, Teichmann
also defined a statistical counting of ranges between suc-
cessive maxima and minima and considering different
mean values of these ranges, which then leads to a two-
dimensional spectrum (2D). Teichmann was aware of the
fact that information on the sequence of the loads was
lost in the counted distribution of occurrences. Gassner
introduced the so-called programme fatigue test [89], see
Fig. 18, a fatigue test with a programmed sequences of
load cycles with different amplitudes representing the
amplitudes occurring in service. A more realistic simul-
ation of gust loads on an aircraft wing as illustrated by
Fig. 19 was still impossible with the existing fatigue test
machines at that time.

In later years, other load measurement techniques
were developed as well as statistical evaluation methods
for the data obtained. Again most of the developments
were initiated for aircraft fatigue problems. A well-
known technique in the 1950s and afterwards was based
on measuring accelerations in the centre of gravity of
the aircraft from which the loads on the structure were
calculated. A counting accelerometer, also called ‘ the

Fig. 18. Block-programme fatigue test introduced by Gassner [89].
CA-load cycles in each block. Blocks in a low-high-low sequence of
the amplitude.
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Fig. 19. Strain gage records of wing bending of two different aircraft
flying in turbulent air [21].

fatigue meter’ was developed by the Royal Aircraft
Establishment in the UK [92]. Exceedings of a number
of preset acceleration levels were counted by this appar-
atus and an example of results is given in Fig. 20. Such
load spectra could be used for fatigue calculations, but
also for a comparison of the service severity of different
aircraft in the same fleet or aircraft of different fleets.7

The calculation of loads in fatigue critical components
starting from accelerations measured in the centre of
gravity of the aircraft was not always realistic or suf-
ficiently accurate. It then became more appropriate to
measure the load history on a fatigue critical component
itself by strain gages. This technique was available for

Fig. 20. Gust load spectra measured with counting accelerometers
compared to the design load spectrum of the Fokker F-28 [93].

7 Operator C is flying the aircraft close to the design spectrum used
by Fokker. The load spectrum for operator C indicates a significantly
milder spectrum. This operator having one aircraft only was using the
F-28 as an executive aircraft, and executives do not fly during
stormy weather.

a long time, but it was adopted more abundantly in the
last decades of the previous century when strain gage
techniques were developed with a long-term reliability
under various service conditions. At the same time, dedi-
cated computer techniques for a statistical analysis of
strain gage signals and data storage were also signifi-
cantly improved [94]. Counting results of occurrences of
peak values or ranges could be retrieved in matrix for-
mat.

An important development regarding load–time his-
tory analysis should be mentioned here. It is associated
with small load ranges occurring in between larger
ranges, see Fig. 21. In principle, load ranges can be
counted as shown in Fig. 21a, but that would imply that
the large range AD is not counted. In the so-called rain-
flow counting method proposed by Endo [95], the coun-
ting occurs as shown in Fig. 21b and c. It implies that
a smaller range in between a larger range is counted and
removed after which the counting is continued8 and the
larger range is counted later. The counting method is
described in an ASTM standard [97]. Although the rain-
flow counting method is not based on an exact physical
concept to account for fatigue damage accumulation, it
may well be expected to give a more realistic represen-
tation of the severity of load–time histories.

Measurements of service load spectra of aircraft were
originally made to see what happened to the structure of
the aircraft. In later years, such measurements became
desirable for other purposes. Full-scale fatigue tests were
carried out on newly designed aircraft types in order to
be sure that unexpected fatigue events will not affect the
safety of the aircraft. Especially after two Comet aircraft
flying at cruising altitude exploded in 1954 due to
fatigue cracks, such full-scale tests were frequently car-
ried out. Those tests in the 1950s and the 1960s were
partly carried out in a realistic way, i.e. on the full air-
craft structure including pressurization cycles on the
fuselage. However, the loads on the wing were a simpli-
fied simulation of what occurred in service. The gust
loads on the wing were CA cycles which were moreover
the same in all flights. Based on a Miner-rule damage
calculation these cycles were supposed to have the same
fatigue damaging contribution as the random gust loads
in service. Unfortunately, the Miner rule is essentially
unreliable for such calculations. The introduction of
electro-hydraulic closed-loop systems in full-scale tests
enabled a more realistic simulation of service load–time
histories. A sample of such a flight-simulation load his-
tory applied to the wing structure of the Fokker F-28
aircraft in 1968 was shown in Fig. 17. Already in the
early 1960s, Branger in Switzerland carried out realistic

8 A similar concept of removing small intermediate ranges was
described by Anne Burns in 1956 [96]. The Strain Range Counter
developed by the Vickers aircraft industry was counting in accordance
with this method.
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Fig. 21. Intermediate load reversal as part of a larger range. Principle of the rainflow counting.

flight-simulation tests on a fighter aircraft structure [98].
In the last decades of the previous century, complex ser-
vice-simulation fatigue tests were carried out, not only
on aircraft structures, but on various types of structures
for which a satisfactory endurance had to be shown.

By the end of the previous century, techniques and
apparatus for measuring load–time histories had been
developed to a high level of perfection. It can even be
done by wireless systems on moving vehicles. It is also
possible to use load–time measurements as input signals
for simulation tests. In the automotive industry, this can
be attractive, because it opens the possibility for a virtual
reality simulation in the laboratory. This is done not only
for detecting fatigue problems in a new structure, but
more generally to check the functional reliability of new
structures. In summary, load spectra, if they cannot be
calculated, can now be measured without great difficult-
ies. The question remains whether the possibility of
using a structure beyond the operational design specifi-
cations (maybe abuse) should be taken into account.

6. Evaluation of the present state of the art

In the first decades of the 20th century, the scientific
analysis of fatigue problems was started partly by micro-
scopic investigations and for another part by studies on
the analysis of stress concentrations. From an engineer-
ing point of view, the experience of dealing with fatigue
problems in the beginning of the previous century was
still a matter of trial and error. In later decades, con-
tinued research clearly indicated that the number of vari-
ables that can affect the fatigue strength and the fatigue
life of a structure is large. In principle, it is correct to
consider fatigue as a phenomenon characterized by
microcrack initiation, crack growth as an invisible
microcrack and later as a visible macrocrack, which
finally leads to complete failure. Unfortunately, this con-
cept does not mean that the fatigue phenomenon occurs
in the same way in all metallic materials. On the con-
trary, the fatigue mechanism in detail can be consider-
ably different for various materials. The initiation of
microcracks and the initial growth of these cracks
depends highly on the conditions of the material surface.
Well-known features involved are the surface quality

depending on production variables, residual stress, spe-
cial surface treatments, environmental conditions, etc.
Moreover, the variety of engineering structures for
which fatigue can be a problem is also extensive. In view
of the large number of variables and structures, the pic-
ture looks rather complex. Apparently there are many
different fatigue problems which all have their own spe-
cific characteristics and practical significance.

The purpose of this section is to summarize the major
aspects of the present state of the art about fatigue of
structures and materials. In view of so many different
fatigue problems this cannot be done in great detail, but
major characteristics are indicated. As a result of numer-
ous fatigue research programmes in the second half of
the previous century, various effects of variables and
their significance for practical applications are reason-
ably well-known. Moreover, most of these trends are
understood in terms of physical arguments, at least in a
qualitative way. However, the quantitative description is
generally a weak point responsible for uncertainties if
predictions on fatigue properties have to be made. In
spite of this, we know and understand in many cases
how fatigue properties of structures can be improved and
how deleterious influences can be avoided. Designing
against fatigue with the present knowledge is possible.

In view of the prospects of fatigue problems in the
new century (the present 21st century) it seems to be
useful to list some major gains and shortcomings emerg-
ing from the developments in the last decades of the
previous century. Important progress was associated
with the developments of new equipment and computers:

� The electron microscope significantly contributed to
the present knowledge about fatigue, noteworthy by
fractographic observations.

� The closed-loop fatigue machines controlled by com-
puters have revolutionarily enlarged the possibilities
for various kinds of fatigue tests, noteworthy for com-
plex service-simulation fatigue tests.

� Measuring techniques to obtain information about
load–time histories in service and statistical tech-
niques to evaluate the data of such measurements
were developed.

� Computers have significantly increased the potential
of stress analysis for obtaining stress distributions in
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components, and more specifically to obtain values
of the stress concentration factor (Kt) and the stress
intensity factor (K).

It should be realized that this list is mainly concerned
with modern tools to tackle problems on fundamental
questions about fatigue properties. However, the tools
have enabled some noteworthy developments with
respect to the following topics:

� As a result of numerous microscopic investigations,
including fractographic observations, the concept
‘ fatigue damage’ in physical terms has obtained a
much better basis.

� The introduction of ‘ fracture mechanics’ has led to
significant possibilities for the prediction of fatigue
crack growth under CA loading. The application of
fracture mechanics requires that the fracture mech-
anism is known and understood.

� Observations on the crack closure concept have
opened various approaches to fatigue crack growth
problems and to understand load history effects under
VA loading.

Problem areas can be indicated where experience in
the previous century has revealed weaknesses of the pro-
cedures for fatigue predictions. Four topics are briefly
addressed:

� Predictions on the fatigue limit as affected by the
notch effect, size effect and surface quality

� Life predictions for CA loading
� Predictions on the fatigue strength of joints
� Life predictions for VA loading.

Major problems are associated with the accuracy of
prediction. Furthermore, if the reliability of the predic-
tions is not satisfactory, the alternative is to carry out
relevant fatigue tests. Even then it can be a problem to
know whether the experiment will give reliable and
worthwhile information.

6.1. Prediction of the fatigue limit

This problem is of interest for many types of dynami-
cally loaded components subjected to large numbers of
cycles (high-cycle fatigue) whereby fatigue failures are
undesirable. It was noted previously that rigorous predic-
tions starting from fatigue data for unnotched material
cannot be made, but empirical equations have been pro-
posed which may lead to reasonable estimates of the
fatigue limit. Such estimates are supposed to be average
values of Sf. If fatigue failures cannot be tolerated, a
safety factor must be applied in view of scatter of this
property, and perhaps also because of uncertainties of
the magnitude of the cyclic load. This is a delicate prob-

lem which is usual for selecting safety factors.9 One
problem is that the distribution function of the fatigue
limit of the component is unknown [99] Scatter of the
fatigue limit can be studied by performing many tests.
However, it must be realized that the statistical infor-
mation obtained applies to the conditions of the labora-
tory test series, which in general is not valid for the
components produced in large quantities by the industry.
Moreover, the statistical information for a non-failure
criterion of a large population is another problem asso-
ciated with the lower tail of the probability of failure
distribution function. Physical arguments to assume a
function for this purpose at very low probabilities are not
available. The selection of a safety factor then becomes
a matter of a judicious choice taking into account the
consequences of an highly unlikely failure with an inci-
dental character. Potential reasons why such a failure
might still happen have to be considered, e.g. the possi-
bility of surface damage as a starting point for a
fatigue crack.

6.2. Predictions of the fatigue life under CA loading

In various structures, the occurrence of fatigue cracks
is accepted because it would not be economical to design
for an infinite life. Low design stress levels would then
be necessary which leads to oversized heavy structures.
But a sufficient fatigue life should be present before the
occurrence of cracks necessitates repair or replacement,
and thus prediction problems are still involved.

If the geometry of notches in fatigue critical parts of
a structure are open notches (holes, grooves, fillets), Kt-
values may be available or can be calculated with FE
techniques. A finite life has to be predicted both for the
crack initiation period and the crack growth period. The
prediction of the crack initiation life is difficult. The
application of fracture mechanics is questionable for this
period. As an alternative it has been proposed to assume
some initial crack-like defect and to predict the entire
life as a crack growth life starting from this defect to
failure. It implies that the crack initiation period is
ignored in this approach. If the initial defect is assumed
to be not very small, the prediction result may be con-
servative, but any quantitative accuracy cannot be
guaranteed.

From a mechanistic point of view, the initiation period
and the crack growth period require different prediction
models. This problem is complicated in view of defining
the moment of the transition from the initiation period
to the crack growth period. Actually, it must be admitted
that a rigorously and physically satisfactory solution of
this problem is not available.

9 An extensive survey about scatter of the fatigue strength observed
in numerous test series was recently published by Adenstedt [100].
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Where accurate predictions are questionable, an
experimental analysis and safety factors have to be con-
sidered. Experiments should preferably be carried out on
the component itself to avoid possible notch-, size- and
surface-finish effects. Safety factors can be applied to
the fatigue life obtained in the experiments. But it is also
possible to carry out the experiment at a higher stress
level than the design stress level, which is also introduc-
ing a safety factor. Safety factors to be used are again
a matter of a judicious choice considering all sources of
possible scatter and unknown circumstances. One topic
not yet mentioned is the influence of the environment in
service, such as the effect of humid and salty air, or even
sea water. It is important to know whether the material
used is sensitive to such environmental influences. This
knowledge may be obtained from laboratory investi-
gation, while practical experience is instructive.

6.3. Predictions on the fatigue strength of joints

Finite life predictions for joints are generally con-
sidered to be a problem where elementary concepts can
not be used in a fully rational way. However, joints are
most significant in various structures. Welded joints are
abundantly used in many large steel and aluminium
structures. Numerous riveted joints occur in aircraft
structures. Bolted joints are applied in many structures
where dismounting of the joint is required. Lug type con-
nections (single-pin loaded hole) are necessary in various
structures with moving components. Unfortunately, the
fatigue properties of joints can be rather critical for a
number of reasons: high Kt-values, fretting corrosion,
eccentricities in the joint inducing secondary bending,
defects and unfavourable geometries in welded joints,
etc. Because of these complexities simple calculation
procedures for calculating fatigue properties of joints
cannot be formulated. The similarity concept based on
stress concentration factors is not conceivable. This has
led to various life estimation procedures starting from
fatigue test data of similar joints of the same material.
Local parameters for the characteristic features of a joint
are defined and used for estimating the fatigue strength.
It is still a kind of a similarity approach. If data on simi-
lar joints are not available, additional experiments should
be recommended. Various aspects of fatigue strength
assessments based on local parameters were recently sur-
veyed by Radai [101]. In spite of a limited accuracy
when estimating fatigue properties of joints, a qualitative
understanding of load transmission in joints and the
associated empirical trends was developed in the pre-
vious century. It implies that designing against fatigue
of joints is quite possible.

6.4. Fatigue damage accumulation under VA loading

The prediction of the fatigue life and crack growth
under VA loading drew much interest in the previous

century. Many structures in service are subjected to a
load spectrum of cycles with different amplitudes. As
discussed earlier, the simple Miner rule is in serious con-
flict with the present understanding of fatigue damage
accumulation, but a fully rational alternative is not avail-
able. Actually, it should be concluded from the present
knowledge that an accurate life prediction rule for VA
loading will not be obtained in the near future. In this
context, it should be recognized that the Miner rule is
supposed to predict a fatigue life from S-N curve data.
Apart from the question whether such curves are not
always available, the Miner rule is indeed a large extra-
polation step, i.e. from CA-loading data to VA-load his-
tories. As long as another realistic rule is not available,
we can only hope that the Miner rule will give a kind
of an estimate of the fatigue life for VA-loading. Extra-
polation of S-N curves below the fatigue limit discussed
previously (Fig. 13) should always be used, but it does
not imply that the rule becomes an accurate and rational
prediction rule. It is a practical attempt to save the use-
fulness of the Miner rule for obtaining a rough estimate
of the fatigue life.

With respect to the prediction of crack growth under
VA loading, some progress has been made in the pre-
vious century. An extensive survey was recently pub-
lished by Skorupa [102]. Also in the case of crack
growth, the problem of accurate predictions can not be
considered to be satisfactorily solved. Apparently, accur-
ate predictions on both fatigue life and crack growth are
still beyond the present state of the art. It then is not
surprising that the best information on fatigue properties
should come from realistic service-simulation fatigue
tests. Fortunately, complex load–time histories which
can be generated by a computer programme can also be
applied to closed loop load actuators. It therefore appears
that it is no longer a problem to carry out service-simul-
ation fatigue tests. They can be carried out in the labora-
tory at reasonably high frequencies, say 10 Hz and also
faster. As a consequence, these tests need not take much
time. Actually, a determination of an S-N curve to carry
out a Miner calculation is much more demanding in time
and numbers of specimens, apart from the fact that the
calculation can not claim to be a realistic approach.
However, it should also be recognized that a service-
simulation fatigue test as simulation of the history in
service is not free from questions. First, a service-simul-
ation test is still an accelerated test because the service
life must be expressed in years instead of testing days
in the laboratory. If time-dependent influences are
important, think of corrosion, the test results should be
interpreted with care in view of such effects. Secondly,
it has to be known what the service load–time history
is. Moreover, only one load–time history is simulated in
a test. Usually, a conservative history will be used. But
the problem-setting requires a profound understanding
of what is going on in service, what is significant for
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the simulation in the test, and how important are differ-
ences with the real environment and usage of the struc-
ture in service.

6.5. Some ‘smart’ ideas

The need for new life predictions of old structures is
heavily felt for both civil and military aircraft, but also
for other non-aeronautical structures. The best approach
is to carry out service-simulation tests on fatigue critical
parts taken from an old structure, a procedure which has
been adopted for aging aircraft [103] in view of safety
considerations. Economic arguments can also be
important, for instance for the question of whether old
bridges should be replaced. Load spectra measurements
are of paramount importance which should be followed
by fatigue tests on representative test articles with a
realistic simulation of the load–time history occurring in
service. This is not so much a smart idea for an old
problem, but more a practical solution.

From time to time, relatively simple devices were pro-
posed to measure the ‘ life consumption’ of a structure.
In view of aging structures, it has been proposed to bond
small specimens with a very low thickness and a crack
starter notch to a fatigue critical aircraft component
[104]. Fatigue crack growth in these gages will then
occur and the crack length is used as a measure for the
fatigue damage experience of the structure. The corre-
lation between this indication of the crack gage and the
fatigue damage done to the structure is an obvious prob-
lem. It could be attempted to calibrate the crack gage in
the full-scale test on the aircraft structure. Actually, if
bonding something to a structure is a feasible option, the
best solution is to use strain gages which can produce
more relevant data about the load spectrum.

Another solution to find early fatigue cracks is to build
in a self-warning system. In the 1970s, an interesting
system was adopted for helicopter blades [105]. A blade
failure is always catastrophic. The main beam of the
blades consisted of a hollow extrusion which was closed
at the ends and filled with an inert gas (nitrogen) with
a slight over-pressure. If a fatigue crack penetrated
through the wall thickness the pressure was lost and the
color indication of a pressure-gauge at the root of the
blade changed from yellow into red. A walk-around
inspection was sufficient to know whether cracks were
present. Several cracks have been found this way10 with

10 A similar warning was occasionally observed on the fuselage of
the 747. Leakage of cabin air at cruising altitude due to a fuselage
crack was easily balanced by the aircraft pressurization system. Room
temperature cabin air escaped through the crack into the -55°C
environment, and condensation of water vapor on the crack edges
occurred immediately. A brown staining residue of nicotine was deco-
rating the crack. The cracks were easily visible and have been found
by aircraft personnel during walk around inspections.

a single exception [105]. The concept could be labeled
as a smart structure.

Nowadays one of the new terms is ‘smart materials’
which can give indications of local failures by wire type
systems. This concept seems to be promising for struc-
tures of composite materials, but it is not yet sure
whether they have a similar potential for metallic struc-
tures. After all, designers, and also the user of a struc-
ture, do not want to be warned of fatigue problems. They
prefer to have a structure which is free from cracks and
the nuisance of repairs. But of course, smart ideas should
be studied for their potential usefulness [106].

It is not surprising that ideas about removing fatigue
damage from a structure have been proposed through the
years. Before 1950 it was sometimes thought that fatigue
damage could be neutralized by prolonged load cycling
below the fatigue limit. Also a heat treatment to annihil-
ate the fatigue damage was considered. With the present
knowledge of the fatigue phenomenon and fatigue dam-
age it can be concluded that such proposals are illusive.
However, the idea to remove fatigue damage was con-
sidered already in the 1950s. Based on the idea that early
fatigue damage consists of microcracks in a thin surface
layer, removal of this layer can also remove the damage.
This option has been adopted by aircraft operators. If
small cracks occur in bolt holes, the hole is reamed to
a larger diameter and a larger bolt is inserted. Actually,
this procedure has the character of a repair, but without
a good understanding of fatigue cracking in the structure
a clever solution cannot be introduced. Confirmation by
experiments must be recommended.

7. Epilogue

In the beginning of the 20th century, the knowledge
about fatigue was still in its infancy, with respect to the
fatigue phenomenon occurring in the material and the
engineering aspects. During the 20th century, and pre-
dominantly in the second half of this century, numerous
research programmes on fatigue problems were carried
out. Research was stimulated by the need for information
on designing against fatigue, as well as by scientific
interest to understand the fatigue phenomenon. More-
over, significant developments were possible by funda-
mental improvements of techniques for calculations,
experiments and measurements. Important stimuli for
fatigue research also came from catastrophic accidents
due to fatigue problems. In general, the purpose of
designing against fatigue is to avoid fatigue problems
for reasons of safety, economy, durability and liability.
Various aspects are involved which are not solved by
engineering science, but which should be considered by
the community in which we are living (see a recent paper
by Miller [107]).

As a result of much work on fatigue problems in the
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20th century, an extremely large number of papers,
reports and books was published. Several impressions
emerge from these publications. First, the variety of
practical fatigue problems is large. For instance, fatigue
of a welded offshore structure in the open sea is entirely
different from fatigue of a crank shaft of an engine, or
fatigue of a pressurized aircraft fuselage. A second
impression is that these different problems can now be
well defined in terms of relevant conditions. Third, from
a physical point of view the influences of the conditions
on the fatigue behavior are reasonably well understood
thanks to extensive laboratory research. However, the
character of the understanding is primarily qualitative.
The corollary of the qualitative understanding is the fol-
lowing conclusion: A quantitative prediction of fatigue
properties of a structure cannot be given because of the
qualitative understanding of the complexity of fatigue
damage accumulation. Accurate fatigue predictions
which designers prefer are still subjected to uncer-
tainties. As a consequence, safety factors on predictions
are required, and these factors have to be judiciously
chosen, based on experience, information on data and
spectra, knowledge of the governing conditions, statisti-
cal variations, and consequences of fatigue failures. The
limited accuracy of predictions also emphasizes the sig-
nificance of realistic simulation tests. With the present
knowledge, the relevance of realistic testing can be
well judged.

Although the turn of the century is a matter of num-
bering years, it is good to consider problems which
should be further investigated in the 21st century. Look-
ing back on the experience of the last decades of the
previous century, the limited accuracy of predictions is
a significant issue. This is especially true for prediction
models which employ basic material data obtained on
simple specimens. Stress analysis need not be a real
obstacle, but it is the fatigue behavior of structural
elements which cannot be realistically modeled in suf-
ficient detail. In general, fatigue models imply a large
extrapolation step from simple tests to a real structure.
This is understood by various industries which now per-
form service-simulation fatigue experiments close to the
reality of the structures in service. As a result, the extra-
polation step is drastically reduced although it remains
a simulation within the constraints of experimental
possibilities. Evaluation and validation of such tests on
components still require a profound understanding of the
fatigue behavior in service. If something is to be learned
from these arguments, it is that education of understand-
ing fatigue scenarios of structures must be strongly
advised.

In certain cases, it may be possible that conservative
fatigue predictions can be made, not accurate but con-
servative, and that the results indicate that an undesirable
fatigue performance need not be feared (i.e. predictions
on ‘fi tness-for-purpose’ ). Workshop experience often

reveals that frequently asked questions (FAQ’s) are: ple-
ase give us material fatigue data and equations. How-
ever, without understanding the physical reality of the
full prediction scenario, the risk is that a calculation is
carried out instead of a trustworthy prediction. Again
there is a case for education.

Another important lesson of the previous century is
that designing against fatigue is possible. A considerable
gain of knowledge on the influences of various design
and production aspects has been achieved. Also here,
education on designing against fatigue is required.

With respect to research topics to be continued, the
tools used for predictions should be further investigated.
It was said before that there are many different fatigue
problems. Each problem has its own characteristic
aspects, and it is certainly worthwhile to go into greater
depth to understand the phenomena involved. Unfortu-
nately, the picture of financial support for research is
changing. Decision-makers require that economical pro-
fits should be clear before the research is started (which
in fact is a contradictio in terminis). One can only hope
that universities and research laboratories will find the
funds for basic research. Some examples of topics
deserving further research can be mentioned: predictions
of the crack initiation life under biaxial loading, fatigue
under variable-amplitude loading, corrosion fatigue,
fatigue of complex joints, fatigue of new materials,
inspection techniques for detecting minute fatigue
cracks. In addition, industries come with new products
and new materials, and the durability including fatigue
will be a matter of concern for research. There is still
some work for the future.
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